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We study a system of two bosons of one species and a third atom of a second species in a one-dimensional
parabolic trap at zero temperature. We assume contact repulsive inter- and intraspecies interactions. By means of
an exact diagonalization method we calculate the ground and excited states for the whole range of interactions.
We use discrete group theory to classify the eigenstates according to the symmetry of the interaction potential.
We also propose and validate analytical Ansa¨tze gaining physical insight over the numerically obtained wave
functions. We show that, for both approaches, it is crucial to take into account that the distinguishability of the
third atom implies the absence of any restriction over the wave function when interchanging this boson with
any of the other two. We find that there are degeneracies in the spectra in some limiting regimes, that is, when
the interspecies and/or the intraspecies interactions tend to infinity. This is in contrast with the three-identical
boson system, where no degeneracy occurs in these limits. We show that, when tuning both types of interactions
through a protocol that keeps them equal while they are increased towards infinity, the systems’s ground state
resembles that of three indistinguishable bosons. Contrarily, the systems’s ground state is different from that of
three-identical bosons when both types of interactions are increased towards infinity through protocols that do
not restrict them to be equal. We study the coherence and correlations of the system as the interactions are tuned
through different protocols, which permit us to build up different correlations in the system and lead to different
spatial distributions of the three atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The renewed interest in the theoretical research on systems
of a few trapped ultracold bosons or fermions is strongly
related to the recent experimental achievements in this
direction [1–6]. In the pioneering works in this topic, the
energy spectra of two trapped atoms was obtained analyti-
cally [7,8]. This research was recently followed by the study
of the energy spectra of three atoms in a trap in three and
reduced dimensions [9–14]. Systems of few atoms permit us
to study microscopically many interesting phenomena, like
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer to Bose-Einstein-condensate
(BCS-BEC) crossover [15]. Particularly, one would naturally
study strongly correlated regimes, which for bosons trapped
in one dimension were described to be a Tonks-Girardeau
(TG) gas [16–18]. The experimental realization of the TG
gas [19,20] paved the way for the theoretical study of new phe-
nomena in these systems, like nonequilibrium dynamics [21],
interferometry [22], or the breathing of an impurity within an
interacting gas of bosons [23].
Mixtures of a few bosons constitute a very exciting raw
material to study strongly correlated regimes. Indeed, in the
strongly interacting limit they have features in common with
the TG gas. For example, in certain interacting limits, their
ground-state wave function can be obtained analytically and
it is similar to a TG gas for both components [24,25]. The
intra- and interspecies interactions, which describe all the
interaction processes in these mixtures, can be controlled
experimentally by means of Feshbach and confinement in-
duced resonances [26–28]. By playing with both the intra- and
interspecies interactions one can explore different physical
phenomena, like phase separation on small atom mixtures
[29–33]. Other relevant phenomena are the presence of a
composite fermionized gas [34–36], quantum magnetism [37–
39], or a crossover between composite fermionization and
phase separation [40,41]. Also, these small number bosonic
mixtures allow for the study of dynamical phenomena, like
the tunneling of one species through the barrier formed by
the other species [42,43] or the dynamical emergence of
orthogonality catastrophe [44].
This latter, extremely appealing phenomena occurs in a
system of two atoms in one species and a third atom in
a second species. Such a small system has attracted recently a
great interest. For example, how to relate spatial symmetries
with the energy spectra in this system, and the differences with
a system of three indistinguishable atoms were discussed in
Refs. [45,46]. Analytical expressions for the wave function,
which are exact for some limiting values of the inter- and
intraspecies interactions, have been also recently obtained,
together with the relationship of the system with anyonic
particles, which show fractional statistics [47,48]. In this paper
we discuss how the distinguishability of the third atom with
respect to the other two identical bosons induces degeneracies
for some limiting values of the intra- and interspecies inter-
actions. We use a many-mode exact diagonalization method,
as the one discussed in Refs. [40,41], to obtain the whole
spectra for different values of the interactions together with the
corresponding wave functions. We propose analytical Ansa¨tze
for the wave function of different states with straightforward
physical interpretations in each limit. We show that these
Ansa¨tze approximate accurately the actual wave functions
in those limits. We also show that they are in agreement
with the discrete group theory results of Refs. [45,46]. We
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study the coherence and correlations of the system as the
interactions are tuned. Since there are two different types of
interaction in the system, there are different protocols which
one can use to tune the interactions. We demonstrate that these
protocols can be used to build different correlations in the
system. For example, if both types of interactions are equal,
the wave function of the ground state corresponds to that of
a gas of three indistinguishable bosons for all values of the
interactions. Therefore, they behave as a three-boson TG gas
when the interactions are large. On the contrary, following
other protocols, for example increasing first the interspecies
interactions and then the intraspecies one, this limit is not
reached and a ground-state wave function different from that
of the three-boson system is realized.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the system Hamiltonian and discuss the spatial symmetries of
the interaction potential and how the wave functions show a
reduced symmetry due to the symmetrization condition over
the two identical bosons. We introduce in this section analytical
Ansa¨tze valid for the possible limiting cases associated with
the intra- and interspecies interactions. In Sec. III we obtain
the whole energy spectra as a function of both the inter- and
intraspecies interactions. We discuss how the distinguishability
of the third atom induces degeneracies associated to the
absence of a symmetrization condition with respect to the other
two atoms in the gas. In Sec. IV we discuss how coherences and
correlations are built in the system by the inter- and intraspecies
interactions. Finally, we offer a summary and our conclusions
in Sec. V.
II. HAMILTONIAN OF THE SYSTEM
We consider a one-dimensional mixture of two identical
bosons of one kind, A, with coordinates x1 and x2, and one
atom of kind, B, with coordinate y. We assume the same mass
m and trapping oscillator frequency ω for the three atoms.
We consider contact interactions modeled by a δ function of
strength gA between the A atoms and of strength gAB between
the A and B atoms. The constants gA and gAB are the intra- and
interspecies coupling constants, respectively. In this situation,
the Hamiltonian reads
H = − 1
2
d2
dx21
− 1
2
d2
dx22
− 1
2
d2
dy2
+ 1
2
x21 +
1
2
x21 +
1
2
y2
+ gAδ(x1 − x2) + gABδ(x1 − y) + gABδ(x2 − y). (1)
To write Hamiltonian (1) we scaled all energies by ω
and all distances by the harmonic oscillator length aho =√
/mω. Thus, all coupling constants are scaled by ahoω.
Note that the eigenfunctions of Hamiltonian (1) should be
symmetric with respect to the exchange of the A bosons,
with no symmetry restriction for the atom of type B. On
top of this, Hamiltonian (1) presents some spatial symmetries
which can be elucidated by performing the following Jacobi
transformation:
R = (x1 + x2 + y)/3,
X = (x1 − x2)/
√
2, (2)
Y = (x1 + x2)/
√
6 −
√
2/3y,
as introduced in [45,47]. In these variables, Hamiltonian (1)
becomes H = Hcm + Hrel + Vint, with
Hcm = −12
d2
dR2
+ 1
2
R2,
Hrel = −12
∂2
∂X2
− 1
2
∂2
∂Y 2
+ 1
2
(X2 + Y 2), (3)
Vint = gAδ(X) + gABδ
(
−1
2
X +
√
3
2
Y
)
+ gABδ
(
−1
2
X −
√
3
2
Y
)
.
The first term of Hamiltonian (3), Hcm, describes the motion
of the center of mass, with coordinate R, which corresponds to
that of a single particle of mass M = 3m. The second and third
terms, Hrel and Vint, are associated with the relative motion
of the three atoms, which occurs in the plane defined by X
and Y . Let |ν,μ,η〉 be an eigenfunction of the single-particle
part Hsp = Hcm + Hrel. The center-of-mass motion separates
from the relative motion, so that |ν,μ,η〉 = |η〉 ⊗ |ν,μ〉, with
|η〉 being the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator eigenstates,
expressed in coordinate space as
ψη(R) = π−1/4(2ηη!)−1/2Hη(R) exp(−R2/2), (4)
Hη(R) being the Hermite polynomials.
A. Symmetries of the Hamiltonian
The kinetic and external trapping potential terms in Hamil-
tonian (3) show continuous cylindrical symmetry. As we show
below, the interaction term, Vint, has certain discrete rotational
symmetry in the X-Y plane. In addition to these symmetries
of the Hamiltonian, the symmetrization of the identical A
bosons imposes an additional constrain on the wave functions,
as they have to be invariant under the interchange of the
two A atoms [45]. Let us see how this discrete symmetry
of Vint together with the symmetrization condition over the
identical bosons permit us to grasp some properties of the
wave functions of the system.
Noninteracting case. In the absence of interactions, the
relative coordinate part of Hamiltonian (3), Hrel, shows
continuous cylindrical symmetry. Indeed, Hrel is separable
in the X and Y directions and, therefore, the solutions in
the relative coordinates can be written as products of the
harmonic oscillator eigenstates ψnX (X) and ψnY (Y ), which
have the form of Eq. (4). Eigenfunctions ψnX (X) and ψnY (Y )
are characterized by two quantum numbers, nX and nY . While
nY can take any integer value, nX is restricted to even numbers.
This is a consequence of the symmetrization of the identical A
bosons. The interchange of the two A atoms is isomorphic to
the spatial reflection X → −X, that is a reflection with respect
to the Y axis. Since these two atoms are identical, the wave
functions have to remain unchanged under their interchange,
or, what is the same, the transformationX → −X. In particular
that means that it cannot change sign, and therefore, nX has to
be even.
Interacting case. To find the spatial symmetry of Vint we
perform a new transformation to cylindrical coordinates in the
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X-Y plane,
ρ =
√
X2 + Y 2, tan φ = Y/X, (5)
which leads to
Vint =gAδ(ρ cos φ) + gABδ
(
−1
2
ρ cos φ +
√
3
2
ρ sin φ
)
+ gABδ
(
−1
2
ρ cos φ −
√
3
2
ρ sin φ
)
. (6)
This interaction potential can be simplified to V Aint + V AB,+int +
V
AB,−
int , with
V Aint = (gA/|ρ|) [δ(φ − π/2) + δ(φ − 3π/2)] , (7)
and
V
AB,±
int = (gAB/|ρ|) [δ(φ ∓ π/6) + δ(φ ± 5π/6)] , (8)
where we assume |ρ| = 0 (see footnote 2 in Ref. [45]). For
gAB = gA the interaction potential shows C2v symmetry. For
gAB = gA = g it shows C6v symmetry, as it reads
Vint = (g/|ρ|)
6∑
i=1
δ
(
φ − 2i − 1
6
π
)
. (9)
The discrete rotational symmetry of Vint imposes that the wave
functions have to belong to the irreducible representations
either of the discrete groups conventionally termed as C6v (if
gAB = gA) or to C2v (if gAB = gA) [49]. In discrete rotational
group theory, the different discrete transformations associated
with certain discrete groups are called group elements. For
example, the reflection with respect to a certain axis is a group
element conventionally denoted as σν [49]. Normally, there
are, at most, two nonequivalent axes, and the second one is
denoted as σd . Then, there can be a number of equivalent axes,
which are denoted as σν ′ ,σν ′′ , . . . or σd ′ ,σd ′′ , . . . . The discrete
rotations of an angle π/k are denoted as Ck , and together with
the reflections complete the possible elements associated to a
particular discrete rotational group.
The number of irreducible representations of a discrete
group of finite order, like C6v or C2v , is finite. The irreducible
representation to which a particular wave function belongs
determines how this function is transformed under the action
of the elements of the group.
In the system of two A identical atoms and a third B atom,
some irreducible representations of C6v or C2v are forbidden as
a consequence of the symmetrization of the identical A bosons.
Then, the wave functions can only belong to irreducible
representations of C6v or C2v which remain unchanged under
the transformation X → −X, that is, which are transformed
in a particular way under the action of the reflection σν . For
C6v (gAB = gA) the irreducible representations of C6v that do
not change sign under this reflection are A1 or B2 (we use the
conventional terminology to name the irreducible representa-
tions; see, e.g., [49]). Then, the actual wave functions have to
belong to any of these two representations.
The fact that some wave functions which, in principle,
could exist according to the symmetry of the interaction
potential are forbidden due to the the symmetrization condition
occurs also in the noninteracting case. In that case, the
symmetrization condition is responsible for the forbidding of
the wave functions with odd values of nX.
There is no restriction with respect to the other two σν ′,ν ′′
axes which are equivalent to the Y axis. These are the lines
passing through the origin with an angle ±π/6. Also, there is
no restriction regarding the reflections with respect to the σd
axis, which are the X axis and the lines passing through the
origin with an angle ±π/3. Discrete rotations C2 of an angle
π or reflections σd have an associated character of 1 or −1 for
the irreducible representations A1 or B2 of both C6v and C2v .
All elements of the group C6v are isomorphic to a per-
mutation of the three atoms (see [45]), and therefore to a
spatial transformation. For example, the permutation of the
distinguishable atom with coordinate y with one A atom, say
x1, is isomorphic to the spatial transformation
X′ = X/2 +
√
3Y/2, Y ′ =
√
3X/2 − Y/2, (10)
which is a reflection with respect to the axis with angle
−π/6. The permutation of the B atom with the A atom at
x1, together with the permutation of this atom with the one at
x2 is isomorphic to the transformation
X′ = −X/2 −
√
3Y/2, Y ′ =
√
3X/2 − Y/2. (11)
which is a C3 rotation. These are spatial transformations which
leave Hamiltonian (3) unchanged. In short, under all possible
transformations associated to the C6v group, wave functions
have to transform in a way compatible with the symmetrization
of the identical A bosons. This is obeyed by the wave functions
belonging to the A1 or B2 irreducible representations. We
stress here that the same two representations are the permitted
ones for the C2v group, when gAB = gA.
This is a nontrivial way of reducing the C6v (or C2v if gAB =
gA) symmetry. Particularly, the absence of a symmetrization
condition between the A and B atoms implies that there is no
condition over the sign of the wave function when crossing
the lines X = ±√3Y , that is, the axis with slope ±π/6. These
axes are the locus of the points at which the B atom locates at
the same position as one of the A atoms. This is of particular
relevance in the limiting cases in which the coupling constants
either tend to infinity or vanish.
The A1 or B2 irreducible representations are of one-
dimensional type. The group C6v has some representations
which are two dimensional, but all of them are forbidden
due to the symmetrization condition. Then, any degeneracy
that occurs when considering only the relative motion in the
X-Y plane is not associated to the discrete symmetry. As we
will show, some degeneracies occur in the spectra when any
coupling constant tends to zero or to infinity, that is, in the
following extreme limits:
(i) when all coupling constants are zero
(ii) when gA → ∞, gAB = 0,
(iii) when gAB → ∞, gA = 0, and
(iv) when gA → ∞, gAB → ∞.
When all coupling constants vanish [(case (i)], the ground
state is nondegenerate, and degeneracies occur only in the
excited states. We will show that in the rest of cases
degeneracies occur also in the ground state. On the other hand,
for (i), the wave function is trivially given by products of the
eigenfunctions of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, as
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discussed above. For gA → ∞, gAB = 0, or for gAB → ∞,
gA = 0, exact analytical forms of the wave functions can
be obtained [45,47]. The first limit is the fermionization of
two bosons [17]. The second one is a composite fermionized
gas [34], the smallest mixture that one can consider for an
imbalanced number of atoms in the two species. Finally, if
both gA and gAB → ∞, analytical forms of the wave functions
can be proposed as well [24,45,47]. We will use the fact that
the wave functions should be symmetric with respect to the
exchange of the A bosons, with no symmetry restriction for the
atom of type B, to propose Ansa¨tze in all these limits. These
Ansa¨tze will help to understand the origin of the degeneracies
in each limit and will also serve to add physical insight to the
solutions obtained in Refs. [45,47]. Eventually, they can also be
used as trial functions for quantum Monte Carlo calculations.
In the following, we use theoretical arguments and numer-
ical calculations to show that the degeneracies that occur in
these limits are related to the absence of a symmetrization
condition, i.e., when the particles are distinguishable.
B. Analytical Ansa¨tze
In this section, we do not restrict our analysis to the relative
motion in the X-Y plane, but consider the total Hamiltonian (1)
in terms of the positions of each atom (x1,x2,y). In the
noninteracting case, the ground state is nondegenerate, and its
wave function is symmetric under the exchange of all atoms,
real, positive, and without zeros. It is given by
g.s.(x1,x2,y)=ψ0(x1)ψ0(x2)ψ0(y). (12)
The energy of the ground state is Eg.s. = 3/2.
In the second limit, that is, when gA → ∞, gAB = 0, the
two A atoms form a TG gas, while the single atom in B does
not interact with this gas. The ground state is known to be
1,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
)) × |x1 − x2|.
(13)
The third limit, when gAB → ∞, gA = 0, is the composite
fermionization limit. The following wave function has been
proposed to be a good Ansatz for the wave function [34,40]
2,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
))
× |x1 − y| |x2 − y|. (14)
This wave function is zero whenever one atom of A and the
B atom are in the same position. In the relative motion plane,
this occurs along the lines X = ±√3Y . This function is real
and positive, that is, it has zeros but does not change sign. As
there is no symmetrization condition between A and B atoms
the following wave function is equally a possible Ansatz:
1,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
))
× (x1 − y)(x2 − y). (15)
Now, this form of the wave function permits changes of
sign. Wave functions (14) and (15) are not orthogonal but
are degenerate in energy. Another possibility is the following
wave function:
3,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
))
× [(x1 − y) |x2 − y| + |x1 − y|(x2 − y)] .
(16)
This wave function is orthogonal to the previous two and it is
degenerate in energy with them. In the relative motion plane,
it has zeros and changes of sign along the lines X = ±√3Y .
Up to now, we cannot assess wether the ground state in this
limit is nondegenerate or two- or threefold degenerate. We will
show in the next section that the ground state is indeed twofold
degenerate when gAB → ∞ and gA = 0.
Finally, in the limit where both coupling constants are
infinite, the wave function can be obtained by constructing a
Slater determinant (to avoid two atoms being in the same point)
with the harmonic oscillator single-particle wave functions,
expand the Vandermonde determinant, and add absolute values
to the products of the binomials in the difference of coordinates
to obtain the desired symmetries. In all cases one should ensure
that the wave function is zero whenever two atoms are in the
same position, in such a way that the interaction energy is zero.
For instance, one of the possible wave functions is
1,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
))
× |x1 − x2|(x1 − y)(x2 − y), (17)
which is symmetric under the exchange of A atoms and has
energy E = 1/2 + 3/2 + 5/2. This function is real, has zeros,
and changes sign. Indeed, it has zeros along the lines in which
the two A atoms are in the same position (the Y axis in the
relative motion plane) and when any A atom is in the same
position as the B atom (the lines X = ±√3Y in the relative
motion plane). It has changes of sign when crossing the lines
X = ±√3Y of the relative motion plane.
Another possible wave function, degenerate in energy with
the previous one, is the completely symmetrized version of the
Slater determinant
2,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
))
× |x1 − x2| |x1 − y| |x2 − y|. (18)
This wave function has again zeros along the Y axis and the
lines X = ±√3Y , but the sign is not changed when crossing
these lines. Finally, a third possible wave function is
3,bosg.s. (x1,x2,y) ∝ exp
(− 12
(
x21 + x22 + y2
))|x1 − x2|
× [(x1 − y) |x2 − y| + |x1 − y|(x2 − y)] .
(19)
This wave function also fulfills the requirement that the
wave function should be zero whenever two atoms are in
the same position and has the same energy than the previous
ones. Again, we cannot, at this point, elucidate which is the
degeneracy of the ground state. We will show in the next
section that the ground state is threefold degenerate when gA
and gAB → ∞.
Note that wave function (19) is orthogonal to wave
functions (17) and (18), but wave functions (17) and (18)
are not orthogonal among themselves. In the following section
we evaluate numerically the validity of the Ansa¨tze proposed
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in this section, and interpret them in view of the symmetry
analysis of Sec. II A.
III. DISTINGUISHABILITY AND DEGENERACIES IN THE
ENERGY SPECTRA
To numerically evaluate the energy spectra of Hamilto-
nian (1) we employ the exact diagonalization method described
in [33] and outlined in Appendix A.
A. Variable intraspecies interactions with vanishing
interspecies interactions
We show in Fig. 1 the energy spectra as a function of gA,
for different values of gAB. We plot the total energies, that is
including that of the center of mass. We nevertheless only plot
the energies of excited states which correspond to excitations
in the relative motion, and not in the center-of-mass motion.
In Fig. 1(a) we show the energy spectra when gAB = 0. This
is the superposition of the energy spectra of the motion of
two atoms, analytically calculated in [7], and that of the single
distinguishable atom. There are many degeneracies due to the
presence of this extra atom. As discussed in Sec. II A, for
gA = gAB = 0, the solutions can be written as products of the
one-dimensional eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator in
the relative motion X-Y plane, written in terms of Hermite
polynomials as in Eq. (4), and characterized by two quantum
numbers, (nX,nY ), nX only taking even values. The total
energy of each eigenfunction is E = 3/2 + nX + nY . The
excited states with equal value of the sum nX + nY are
degenerate when gA = 0. The energies of these states are
the ones shown in Fig. 1(a). For example, the first excited
state is nondegenerate and has (nX,nY ) = (0,1), while the
second and third excited states are degenerate at gA = 0 and
have (nX,nY ) = (0,2) and (nX,nY ) = (2,0). The fourth and
fifth states are again degenerate and have (nX,nY ) = (2,1)
and (nX,nY ) = (0,3), while the next three degenerate states
have (nX,nY ) = (4,0), (nX,nY ) = (0,4), and (nX,nY ) = (2,2).
The number of degenerate states observed in Fig. 1(a) for
gA = 0 correspond to the possible values of (nX,nY ) fulfilling
nX + nY = 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4.
For gA = 0 and for those states which are degenerate, any
linear combination of the eigenfunctions written in the form of
Eq. (4) is also a possible solution. On the contrary, for small,
finite gA, this degeneracy is broken. Since the Hamiltonian
contains only the interacting part in the X direction, given by
Eq. (7) which reads gAδ(X), the nondegenerate eigenstates for
small gA are still well described by the quantum numbers
(nX,nY ). The first eight eigenfunctions for small gA are
shown in Fig. 2. To obtain these profiles, we numerically
calculate the wave function in second quantization by direct
diagonalization, and transform them back to first quantization,
as described in Appendix A. All these wave functions are very
well approximated by products of the eigenfunctions given by
Eq. (4), with (nX,nY ) up to nX + nY = 4.
For gA = 0, the interaction potential raised at the Y axis,
which is described by Eq. (7), shows C2v symmetry. This
symmetry is reduced by the symmetrization condition, so
FIG. 1. (a)–(e) Energy eigenspectrum as a function of gA for gAB = 0,0.5,2,10,50, respectively. (f) Energy eigenspectrum as a function
of gAB = gA = g. Different line styles are used to help identify the different excited states. In panel (a), the values of the quantum numbers
(nX,nY ), which fully characterize the state at gA = 0, are indicated. Note that they also correspond to the number of nodes in each direction X
and Y for nonzero but small values of gA (see Fig. 2). We use harmonic oscillator units for the energies and distances.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Wave functions of the ground and excited states in the X-Y plane, when gA = 0.1 and gAB = 0. Panels (a) and (b)
represent the ground and first excited energy wave functions. Panel (c) represents the excited state with (nX,nY ) = (2,0) which is quasidegenerate
with (d), for which (nX,nY ) = (0,2). Panel (e) is the excited state with (nX,nY ) = (2,1), quasidegenerate with (f) which has (nX,nY ) = (0,3).
Panels (g) and (h) are the quasidegenerate excited states with (nX,nY ) = (4,0) and (nX,nY ) = (2,2), respectively, which are also quasidegenerate
with (nX,nY ) = (0,4) (not shown). The dash-dotted red line highlights the axis along which the interactions among the A atoms occur.
that all wave functions in Fig. 2 belong to the A1 or B2
representations (and then show parity 1 or −1). Moreover, we
note that for small but finite values of gA, the energy of the state
(nX,nY ) = (0,2) is larger than that of state (nX,nY ) = (2,0)
[see Fig. 1(a)]. Similarly, the energy of state (nX,nY ) = (0,4)
is larger than the one of state (nX,nY ) = (2,2), which is larger
than that of state (nX,nY ) = (4,0). In general, among those
states which are degenerate for gA = 0, those with larger nY
have larger energy for finite gA. This is due to the fact that
the states with larger nY show larger nonzero values of the
wave function around the Y axis (see Fig. 2), which is where
interaction potential occurs.
As gA is the strength of a δ potential along the X = 0 line,
when gA = 0 these solutions are deformed along this line until
a zero is reached along theY axis forgA → ∞. The degeneracy
is recovered for large gA, when a zero occurs along this line.
In the following, we use the spectra shown in Fig. 1(a) as a
benchmark to understand the system when gAB = 0.
B. Variable interspecies interactions with vanishing
intraspecies interactions
The degeneracies occurring for gA = gAB = 0 are also
lifted for finite gAB, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), where we
plot the energy for the ground states and the aforementioned
excitations of the relative motion for gAB = 0.5 and 2,
respectively, as a function of gA. The AB interactions occur
along the X = ±√3Y lines, with strength gAB [see Eq. (8)].
Then, the solutions cannot be expressed in general as products
of the functions (4). We represent in the first column of Fig. 3
the wave functions up to the fourth excited state for gAB = 2
and gA = 0. The interaction potential shows C2v symmetry but,
again as a consequence of the symmetrization condition, all
wave functions in Fig. 3 belong to theA1 orB2 representations.
We show in the first column of Fig. 7 (Appendix B) the wave
functions for the fifth to seventh excitations, which also belong
either to the A1 or to the B2 representation. In the first column
of Figs. 3 and 7 we indicate the number of nodes in the X and
Y direction. While in some cases they resemble the quantum
numbers (nX,nY ), in general these quantum numbers are not
good quantum numbers for gAB = 0. Indeed, we observe that
the states that show nX = 0 and nY = 0 when gAB = 0 and
finite gA [see panels (c) and (g) in Fig. 2], present radial nodes
for gA = 0 and finite gAB [see panel (d) in Fig. 3 and panel (c)
in Fig. 7].
For gAB → ∞, the wave functions develop a zero along the
X = ±√3Y lines. In the second column of Fig. 3 we report
the wave functions for gAB = 10 and gA = 0. They are in
agreement with the analytical solutions found for this limit in
Ref. [47]. We plot the energies for gAB = 10 in Fig. 1(d). For
gA = 0 and large gAB, the first two states are quasidegenerate.
Each of these states belong either to A1 or B2 representations,
thus showing parity 1 or −1 [see Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)]. The
third and fourth states are also quasidegenerate. They are
radial excitations along the Y direction of the quasidegenerate
ground and first excited state [compare Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)
with Figs. 3(i) and 3(j)]. This similarly occurs with the fifth
and sixth excited states, shown in panels (d) and (e) of Fig. 7,
which are excitations of the states represented in Figs. 3(f)
and 3(g) showing an even number of nodes in the horizontal
direction. The second excited state, represented in panel (h) of
Fig. 3, is nondegenerate. This similarly occurs for the seventh
excited state [panel (f) of Fig. 7], which is a radial excitation
along the X direction of the second excited state [compare
Fig. 3(h) and Fig. 7(f)]. Both states show even parity.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Wave functions of the ground and excited
states in the X-Y plane, when gA = 0 and gAB = 2 and 10. Panels
(a)–(e) represent the lowest five states for gAB = 2, and (f)–(j) for
gAB = 10. The ground and first excited states are quasidegenerate
for gAB = 10. Also the third and fourth states are quasidegenerate.
Conversely, the second excited state is nondegenerate. Dashed (dash-
dotted) red lines highlight the axis along which the AB (A) interactions
occur. In panels (a)–(e), we indicate the number of nodes in the X
(NX) and Y (NY ) directions as (NX,NY ). Instead, when N radial nodes
occur, we indicate them as (Nr).
The solutions obtained in Ref. [47] for gAB → ∞ and
gA = 0 include states with either both integer or fractional
relative energy. These energies are reproduced for very strong
repulsion [see Fig. 1(e), where we plot the total energies of
the ground and excited states for gAB = 50]. Thus, the second
and seventh states are the integer energy states, with relative
energy E = 4 and 6, respectively, while the rest are fractional
energy states.
Finally, we find numerically that ground and first excited
states have an overlap larger than 0.9 with the Ansa¨tze (14)
and (16), respectively. The overlap is obtained through an
integral in the space defined by the spatial coordinates of the
three atoms, x1, x2, and y. As it requires a grid in this space
and numerical integration, this overlap is not exact. On the
other hand, when transforming the Ansa¨tze (14) and (16) to
the relative coordinates and plotting them in the X-Y plane,
we find qualitatively that they resemble the profiles shown in
Figs. 3(f) and 3(g). Then, Ansatz (16), which we proposed
on the basis of the absence of restriction over the sign of
the wave function when interchanging the third boson with
any of the other two, together with Ansatz (14) are giving
valuable physical insight over the wave functions in this limit,
and provide good seed functions to initiate calculations with
numerical methods such as diffusion quantum Monte Carlo
(DMC) [50].
C. Variable inter- and intraspecies interactions
As the nondegenerate second and seventh excited states
obtained for large gAB and vanishing gA tend to zero for
X = 0, their energy does not change greatly as gA is increased,
as observed in Fig. 1(d). Indeed, for larger gAB, their energy
remains constant as gA is changed, as shown in Fig. 1(e). For
large gAB we also observe that a threefold quasidegeneracy
occurs for large gA [see panel (e) of Fig. 1]. This similarly
occurs for the spectra when both gA and gAB are kept equal
while being increased [see Fig. 1(f)]. In such a case, the
degenerate states for gA = gAB = 0 are the ones observed in
the origin of Fig. 1(a). Moreover, for gA = gAB, the interaction
potential has the same strength along the Y axis and the
lines X = ±√3Y , and therefore the symmetry of the total
interaction potential, Eq. (9), is always C6v . Finally, when
gA = gAB, the degeneracies occur only for gA = 0 or for
large gAB. These differences between the cases gA = gAB and
gA = gAB have experimental implications: the ground state
will differ if one follows a protocol which increases both
coupling constants at the same time or a protocol which
first increases gAB and then gA. When gA and gAB are
large, only integer energy solutions remain [47]. In the first
column of Fig. 4 we represent the three wave functions when
gA = gAB = 2. In the second column of Fig. 4 we plot the
three lowest energy quasidegenerate wave functions when
gA = gAB = 10. These wave functions are degenerate when
gA and gAB → ∞, and resemble the analytical prediction from
Ref. [47]. The fact that the third atom is distinguishable is the
responsible for the change of sign of the two excited-state wave
functions when crossing the lines X = ±√3Y , and therefore
of the threefold degeneracy occurring for infinite interactions.
This has profound implications in the dynamics of the system,
for example, after a quench in the AB interactions, where
interesting phenomena such as the emergence of orthogonality
catastrophe has been found [44].
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Wave functions of the ground and excited
states in the X-Y plane, when gA = gAB. Panels (a)–(c) represent
the three lowest energy wave functions when gA = gAB = 2 and (d)–
(f) the ones when gA = gAB = 10. Dashed (dash-dotted) red lines
highlight the axis along the which the AB (A) interactions occur. In
panels (a)–(c), we indicate the number of nodes in the X (NX) and Y
(NY ) directions as (NX,NY ).
Finally, we find numerically that the first two wave
functions [plotted in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)] have an overlap
larger than 0.9 with the Ansa¨tze (18) and (19), respectively.
The third one [plotted in Fig. 4(f)] has also a similar overlap
with Ansatz (17), once this is orthonormalized to function (18)
by means of the Gram-Schmidt method. Again, these overlaps
are approximate because they are numerically calculated.
Moreover, the functions (18), (19), and (17) orthonormalized
to function (18) resemble qualitatively the ones plotted in
the second column of Fig. 4, when transformed to relative
coordinates. Therefore, functions (17) and (19), which we
proposed on the basis of the absence of a symmetrization
condition over the distinguishable atom, turn to give physical
insight on this limit, together with providing a good starting
function for numerical methods such as DMC.
IV. COHERENCE AND CORRELATIONS
The interactions are responsible for building up correlations
and coherences between the different atoms of a mixture of
ultracold atoms or between the atoms within the same species.
In this section we study the coherence and correlations built up
in the system along different protocols for varying the intra-
and interspecies coupling constants. We also compare with
those built up in the three identical boson problem and study
the possible spatial localization patterns in the different limits.
A. Correlations along different protocols for varying the
interactions and comparison with three identical bosons
Let us first find to what extent the mixture of two bosons
with a third, distinguishable one resembles a TG gas of three
atoms only for certain values of the coupling constants. To
quantify the coherence in a system of three identical bosons
one can study the one-body density matrix (OBDM) which, in
second quantization, is ρ(1)(x,x ′) =
∑
k,k′ φk(x)φk′(x ′) 〈a†kak′〉,
where φk(x) are the harmonic oscillator modes used in
the expansion (see Sec. III). Diagonalization of the OBDM
produces the natural orbitals and their occupations, λi . The
largest occupation of a natural orbital, λ0, provides information
about the degree of Bose-Einstein condensation in the system,
and therefore of the coherence between the atoms. We plot in
Fig. 5(a) the spectra of eigenenergies for three indistinguish-
able atoms and in (b) the largest occupation of a natural orbital,
both as a function of the coupling constant g. As g is increased
from zero to a large value, the energy increases from E = 1.5
(three ideal bosons) to E = 4.5 (three TG bosons). Also, the
largest occupation is reduced from 1 to its corresponding value
for a TG gas, λ0  N−0.41 = 0.63 [17].
There are different possibilities of building correlations in
a system of two A atoms and a third B atom, as there are
two coupling constants, i.e., gA and gAB. If we increase the
coupling constants following a protocol that keeps both of
them equal, gA = gAB, the obtained ground state is similar
to that of a system of three indistinguishable atoms. In
Fig. 5(a) we plot both the energy of the ground state of
three indistinguishable atoms and that obtained for the ground
state as gA = gAB is increased for two A atoms and one
B atom [which corresponds to the solid line in Fig. 1(f)].
Both curves coincide. In the system of two A atoms and
one B atom, the OBDM can be calculated either for an A
atom or the B atom, ρA(1)(x,x ′) =
∑
k,k′ φk(x)φk′(x ′) 〈a†kak′〉
and ρB(1)(x,x ′) =
∑
k,k′ φk(x)φk′(x ′) 〈b†kbk′〉, respectively. We
diagonalize both matrices for increasing values of the coupling
constants, keeping gA = gAB = g, and plot the corresponding
largest occupation of a natural orbital in each case, λA(B)0 in
Fig. 5(b). Note that the occupations for A and B coincide
as g is varied. Furthermore, they also coincide with the one
obtained for three indistinguishable atoms.
One can also calculate the von Neumann entropy (vNE) as-
sociated to the OBDM, defined as S(ρ(1)) = −Tr[ρ(1)log2ρ(1)],
which can be obtained from the natural orbits occupation as
S(ρ(1)) = −
∑
i λi log2λi . We plot the vNE as a function of g
for the system of three indistinguishable atoms in Fig. 5(b).
For two A atoms and a third B atom, one can calculate the vNE
from the OBDM of B, thus corresponding to tracing out all
degrees of freedom of the two A atoms. In Fig. 5(b) we plot the
vNE of the system of two A atoms and a third B atom when it is
calculated from the OBDM of B. This vNE coincides with the
one of the system of three indistinguishable atoms as gA = gAB
is increased. We remark that when gA = gAB the symmetry
of the total interaction potential, Eq. (9), is always C6v and
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Energy spectra for three indistinguish-
able atoms (solid black lines). The dash-dotted blue line is the energy
of the ground state for the system of two A atoms and a third
distinguishable B atom, when gA = gAB = g. This line overlaps with
the one corresponding to the ground state of the system of three
indistinguishable atoms. (b) Largest occupation of a natural orbit for
three indistinguishable atoms (dashed black line) and von Neumann
entropy (dash-dotted black line). Thin blue lines overlapping with
these two curves are the same quantities calculated for the system of
two A atoms and a third B atom, when gA = gAB = g. In (c) we plot
the largest occupation of a natural orbit for A and B (dash-dotted and
dashed lines, respectively), when gAB is increased, keeping gA = 0.
We also plot in (c) the von Neumann entropy (solid line). The same
quantities are plotted in (d), when gAB = 50 and gA is increased.
that the ground-state wave function is positive and fulfills
this symmetry [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)]. We conclude that
the transition from the noninteracting gas of two A atoms and
a single B atom when both gA and gAB are increased while kept
equal is analogous to the one for three indistinguishable atoms.
Indeed the ground state is nondegenerate for a large interval
of values of gA = gAB. For example, the state in Fig. 4(d) is
very similar to the wave function of a TG gas of three atoms.
Indeed, as we already discussed, it has an overlap larger than
0.9 with ansatz (18), which is the analytical wave function of a
three-atom TG gas. However, one important difference is that
there exists a threefold degeneracy for gA = gAB → ∞ [see
Fig. 1(f)] which does not occur in the case of three identical
bosons. In short, while for finite interactions the mixture is
similar to a gas of three atoms, for infinite interactions one has
to take into account that there are two more states degenerate
in energy with this one.
The system of two A atoms and a single B atom permits
one to build correlations by following different protocols than
that resembling a three atom system, i.e., keeping gA = gAB.
Another possible protocol to increase both gA and gAB towards
infinity consists of increasing gAB keeping gA = 0 in a first
stage, and then increasing gA in a second stage. Throughout
the first stage the interaction potential is given by Eq. (8), which
shows symmetry C2v . Then, this two-stage protocol does not
allow for solutions similar to the ones obtained for the three
indistinguishable atoms case. In Fig. 5(c) we show the largest
natural orbital occupation for A and B for the ground state as
gAB is increased, with gA = 0. As shown, the largest natural
orbit occupation is different for each species, and different
from the three atom case. Also, the vNE calculated from the
OBDM of B increases from 0 to a value of 1.2 for large gAB,
which is smaller than the one reached when using the equal-
coupling-constant protocol. For gAB large with gA = 0, we
reach the limit in which the ground state and first excited states
are quasidegenerate [see Figs. 1(d) and Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)]. In
Fig. 5(d) we plot the largest natural orbit occupation for A and
B and the vNE along the second stage, starting from the even-
parity ground state obtained for gAB = 50 and gA = 0. Note
that we are adding to the interaction potential given by Eq. (8)
the one given by Eq. (7), but still the symmetry of the total
interaction potential is C2v . We observe that for large values
of gA the occupations are different and smaller than the ones
obtained in the large gA and gAB limit when using the equal-
coupling-constant protocol. Also, the vNE reached in this limit
is smaller when using the two-stage protocol than that reached
when using the equal-coupling-constant protocol. Note that for
large and equal coupling constants we have restored the C6v
symmetric potential given by Eq. (9), and the system shows a
threefold quasidegeneracy.
B. Spatial localization and degeneracy
The OBDMs contain information about the spatial localiza-
tion of the two A atoms and the B atom. Indeed, their diagonal
x = x ′ for the A atoms (or y = y ′ for the B atom) provides
the actual density profile.
Let us first analyze OBDMs of the ground and first two
excited states in the limit of large gAB with gA = 0 [plotted
in Fig. 6(a)–6(f)]. The OBDMs in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) [which
correspond to the ground state shown in Fig. 3(f) with ansatz
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FIG. 6. (Color online) One-body density matrices for A (left
column) and B (right column). Panels (a)–(f) correspond to the
one-body density matrices calculated for the ground, first excited,
and second excited states, when gAB = 50 and gA = 0. Panels (g)—(l)
correspond to the ones calculated for the three degenerate states for
gAB = gA = 50.
given by Eq. (14)] show that the two A atoms tend to stay
localized in the center of the trap while the single B atom stays
at the edges. This similarly occurs for the first excited state,
which is quasidegenerate with the ground state in this limit [see
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)]. This state is the one shown in Fig. 3(g)
with ansatz Eq. (16). This configuration can be also observed
in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) because the values of the wave function
significantly differ from zero when the relative coordinates are
located around the Y axis and between the lines X = ±√3Y ,
which means that both x1 and x2 are smaller than y. The fact
that for these two quasidegenerate states there is a great overlap
between the density profiles of A and B is reminiscent of the
composite fermionization process described in this limit for a
larger number of atoms of B [34,40,41].
Contrarily, from the OBDMs of the second excited state
[Figs. 6(e) and 6(f)] one recognizes that the atom B tends to
stay localized in the center of the trap, while the two A atoms
spatially separate. This is also in accordance with Fig. 3(h), as
now the significantly nonzero values of the wave function in
relative coordinates are located around the X axis and between
the lines X = ±√3Y , which corresponds to x1 and x2 larger
than y.
The spatial localization patterns are different in the limit
gA and gAB large, for the ground and first two excited states,
which in this case are quasidegenerate [see Figs. 6(g)–6(l)].
The OBDMs plotted in Figs. 6(g) and 6(h) [which correspond
to the state plotted in Fig. 4(d) with ansatz given by Eq. (18)]
are similar to that of a TG gas of three atoms, and therefore both
OBDMs are equal. This is the ground state reached if gAB and
gA are increased at the same time towards infinity. The OBDMs
plotted in Figs. 6(i) and 6(j) [corresponding to the state plotted
in Fig. 4(f) with ansatz Eq. (17)] show that, for this state, the
B atom stays in the center of the trap, while the A atoms stay
in the edges. Finally, the OBDMs plotted in Figs. 6(k) and 6(l)
[which correspond to the state shown in Fig. 4(e) with the
ansatz of Eq. (19)] illustrate that, for this state, the B atom
is mainly spatially located in the edges of the trap, while the
A atoms stay in the center. In short, the spatial localization
of the A and B atoms when some coupling constant is large
will depend on the protocol followed to reach this limit, as it
determines the actual lowest energy wave function which will
be actually reached.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We present a comprehensive study of the ground and
excited states of a mixture of two identical bosons and a
third distinguishable atom in a one-dimensional parabolic trap.
In this system, there are two different types of interactions,
that is, the intraspecies interactions between the two identical
bosons and the interspecies interactions between these two and
the third distinguishable atom. We assume contact, repulsive
intra- and interspecies interactions governed by the coupling
constants gA and gAB, respectively. By writing the system’s
Hamiltonian in center-of-mass and relative coordinates, we
find the locus of the points where the intra- and interspecies
interactions take place, which occur along certain axes in the
relative coordinate plane. We find that the distinguishability of
the third atom means that there is no restriction over the sign of
the wave function when crossing the axis associated with the
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interspecies interactions. On the contrary, the wave function
has to be always positive when crossing the axis associated
with the intraspecies interactions. The absence of such a
restriction is at the origin of the presence of degeneracies when
the coupling constants reach some limiting cases, that is, when
any or both of them tend to infinity. We propose physically
meaningful Ansa¨tze based on the expected fermionization of
the two identical bosons when the intraspecies interactions
tend to infinity and in a similar behavior when the interspecies
interactions tend to infinity. In the latter case, since there is
no need to restrict the wave function to be positive, we find
that more than one ansatz is possible, which is explained by
the presence of degeneracies. The interaction potential is a
sum of δ functions in the plane where the relative motion
occurs, with a strength gA or gAB [45]. If the strengths of both
interactions are equal, this potential is C6v discrete rotationally
symmetric, while if they are different, it shows C2v discrete
symmetry. This allows us to use discrete group theory to
analyze and extract restrictions over the form of the ground-
and excited-states wave function dictated by this symmetry,
and further understand the degeneracies observed when any or
both coupling constants tend to infinity.
We first observed that the degeneracies that exist when
both gA and gAB vanish are broken for small and finite gA,
with vanishing gAB. We found that, for gA = 0, the ground
and excited states are well described by products of the one-
dimensional eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator. These
can be written in terms of Hermite polynomials and labeled
by two quantum numbers, nX and nY . The symmetrization
condition over the two identical particles imposes that nX
has to be even, which permitted us to identify the ground
state and all possible excitations at gA = 0. For finite and
small gA, these two quantum numbers still characterize well
the solutions, and particularly determine the number of nodes
in the X and Y directions. We used the spectra for gAB = 0
and varying gA as a benchmark to study the spectra when
gAB = 0. We found that the ground state is twofold degenerate
when gAB → ∞ and gA = 0, with a structure of excitations
that included both double-degenerated states and singlets. This
is in accordance with the results from Ref. [47]. We further
found that the ground state is threefold degenerate when
both gA and gAB → ∞, with excited states which are also
threefold degenerate (again in accordance with Ref. [47]). We
compared the numerically calculated states in both limits with
the aforementioned Ansa¨tze, finding very good agreement.
We studied how coherence and correlations evolve in the
ground and excited states as the interactions are tuned. Since
there are two independent coupling constants in the mixture,
one can tune the interactions following different protocols.
We showed that along an equal-coupling-constant protocol,
that is, tuning both coupling constants and keeping them
always equal, the ground state of the system corresponds to
that of a three identical boson system for the whole range of
interactions. Importantly, even for the equal-coupling-constant
protocol, in the infinite coupling constant limit the system is
threefold degenerate, which is a crucial difference between this
mixture and the three-boson system. On the contrary, we found
that through two-stage protocols, that is, increasing first one
coupling constant towards infinity and then the second one, the
ground state is different from that of the three identical boson
system. We noted that, on the one hand, the different possible
ground states correspond to different spatial distributions of the
two identical bosons with respect to the third distinguishable
atom. On the other hand, it also corresponds to different
correlations built up between the two species and to a different
degree of condensation in each species. Finally, since there
exist degeneracies in the infinite coupling constant limits,
the actual protocol followed to reach this limit is crucial to
determine the ground state of the system realized in practice.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Wave functions of the fifth to seventh
excited states in the X-Y plane, when gA = 0 and gAB = 2 and 10.
Panels (a) and (b) represent the fifth and sixth quasidegenerate excited
states when gAB = 2. Panel (c) represents nondegenerate seventh
excited state for gAB = 2. Panels (d)–(f) are the fifth to seventh state
when gAB = 10. Dashed (dash-dotted) red lines highlight the axis
along which the AB (A) interactions occur. In panels (a)–(c), we
indicate the number of nodes in the X (NX) and Y (NY ) directions as
(NX,NY ). Instead, when N radial nodes occur, we indicate them as
(Nr).
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APPENDIX A: DIRECT DIAGONALIZATION METHOD
To numerically calculate the properties of the ground and
excited states of the systems, we employ the second-quantized
exact diagonalization algorithm described in [33], which
makes use of the expansion of the second-quantized field
operator of A in terms of many modes, that is,
ˆA(x) =
∑
k
aˆkφk(x), (A1)
where the modes φk(x) are the eigenfunctions of the single-
particle part of the Hamiltonian, Hsp = − 12 d
2
dx2
+ 12x2 and the
creation or annihilation operators aˆk and aˆ†k satisfy bosonic
commutation relations. We use the same expansion for the
field operator of B, ˆB(x), by introducing the corresponding
bosonic creation or annihilation operators ˆbk and ˆb†k . With
this procedure we derive a many-mode Hamiltonian which we
express in terms of a Fock basis
i = Di(aˆ†1)N
A
1,i . . . (aˆ†nA )N
A
nA,i ( ˆb†1)N
B
1,i . . . ( ˆb†nB )N
B
nB,i0, (A2)
where Di = (NA1,i! . . . NAnA,i!)−
1
2 and 0 is the vacuum. The
occupation numbers of the nA (nB) modes for each component
are given by NA1,i , . . . ,NAnA,i (NB1,i , . . . ,NBnB,i). Note that they
can only take values from 0 to 2 for A, and 0 or 1 for
B. The dimension of the Hilbert space is  = AB with
A = (nA + 1)nA/2 and B = nB. After diagonalizing this
Hamiltonian we obtain the eigenenergies and the ground and
excited states, which we express as expansions in terms of the
of Fock vectors j =
∑
i=1 c
j
i i . To obtain the wave function
in first quantization from the numerically calculated one in
second quantization by direct diagonalization, we consider all
possible permutations of the two indistinguishable atoms over
the single-particle basis used in the many-mode expansion of
the field operator, Eq. (A1).
APPENDIX B: HIGHLY EXCITED STATES WHEN
VARYING gAB WITH gA = 0
In Fig. 7 we show the fifth to seventh excited states when
gAB = 2 (left column) and gAB = 10 (right column), and gA =
0. The corresponding ground and first four excited states were
shown in Fig. 3. The third and fourth excited states are a radial
excitation of the ground and first excited states along theY axis.
As there is no symmetry restriction along this axis, excitations
with an odd number of nodes in this direction are permitted.
The fifth and sixth excited states are a second excitation of
the ground and first excited states, now along a horizontal
direction. There is a restriction on the number of nodes in
this direction, as there cannot be changes of sign in X = 0,
and therefore only even excitations are permitted. The seventh
excited state is a radial excitation of the second excited state,
which now can show again both an even or an odd number of
nodes, as the nodes do not coincide with the Y axis.
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